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[Printed and ms. material, chiefly re astronomical and meteorological 
observations at Rousdon, nr. Lyme Regis, Devon]

/1 
 

Rousdon Observatory and Museum. 1882-88 [Bound 
vol. of constituent parts, consecutively paginated 1-
252, prefixed by an ms. page detailing 'The Heaviest 
days of rainfall during the 31 years 1884 to 1914'] 

1886 pp. 1-23 Astronomical Observations 1882-5, made 
under the superintendence of Cuthbert E. Peek, M.A., 
F.R.A.S. [Verso of title page bears stuck-on photo of 
the observatory, and, in preface, an acknowledgement 
to his assistant Mr C. Grover

1887 Jan p. 25 [Summary of astronomical observations of 1886 
/ C.E. Peek]

1888 Jan p. 26 [Summary - as above - for 1887]
 

p. 29-49 Meteorological Observations for the year 
1884, made under the superintendence of Cuthbert E. 
Peek, M.A., F.R. Met. Soc., F.R.A.S. [Preface 
includes an acknowledgement to his assistant Mr C. 
Grover] 

[Following p. 50 are ms. statistics re rainfall (1884-90), 
barometer readings (1884-94), shade temperatures 
(1884-1920), snowfall (4 years between and including 
1891 and 1916)]

1886 pp. 51-69 Meteorological Observations for the year 
1885 [ - as above - ]

1887 pp. 71-93 Volume III [ - as above - for 1886] 

1888 pp. 95-113 Volume IV [ - as above - for 1887] 

1888 pp. 115-158 Inscribed Babylonian Tablets in the 
possession of Sir Henry Peek, Bart. Translated and 
explained by Theo. G. Pinches … British Museum 

1887 pp. 159-162 A List of Birds Observed in the Parish of 
Rousdon, Devon, or at Sea off Rousdon, by H. 
Swaysland

 

[Between pp. 163 and 185 are several miscellaneous 
items re local history, ethnography etc.]

1888 Feb pp. 187-8 Memoranda relating to a Dinner Service the 
property of Capt. James Cook, R.N.

[1887] pp. 189-251 The Diary of Mr. Justice [Sir Thomas] 
Rokeby. Printed from a ms. in the possession of Sir 
Henry Peek, Bart.

/2/1 1889 Volume V. Meteorological Observations for the year 
1888, made [ - as in /1 above] 



19p. limp covers

/2/2 1897 Volume XIII [ - as above - for 1896] 

35p. limp covers

/3 1888-1890 Original observations at Rousdon, Devon [from] June 
1888 [to] March 1890. [Pre-printed book in which are 
recorded ms. meteorological observations] 

/4 1900 Rousdon Observatory, Devon. Records of the 
"Richard" barograph and pluviometer, 1900. C.E. 
Peek, M.A., F.R. Met. Soc. [Graphs (8 days each for 
both) are stuck in covering the whole year. Tipped in 
are two graphs : Pressure tube anemometer records 
for Jan 2-3 & 8-9 1898] 
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